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Abstract: In the research on electric vehicle transmission vibration characteristics, the dynamic model
involving a multistage gear system is still rare, especially the influences of driving motor excitation
and load excitation which are not considered, and which makes the gear system research deviate
from the actual situation. In addition, the changing processes of variables are usually simplified
or neglected in the study of gear systems, which is not conducive in revealing the mechanism
of gear dynamic behavior. In this paper, an improved dynamic model of a motor-gear system is
established. The influences of driving motor excitation and load excitation are included, and the
changing processes of tangential, axial, and torsional vibration variables of driving gear and driven
gear are obtained using the state space method. Furthermore, the transmission housing vibration
responses are investigated. By comparing the simulation results with the measurement data, the
improved dynamic model, as well as the state space solution method, are verified as reliable and
universal. On this basis, the influence of motor excitation on the state change of the gear system is
discussed, which provides a theoretical approach for further study of motor drive gear systems.

Keywords: motor-gear system; dynamic characteristics; vibration response; state space method

1. Introduction

With the development of electric vehicles, the vibration characteristics of gear systems
under electric motor driving conditions have become a research hotspot. The research on
gear system dynamic characteristics is mainly from three aspects: inherent characteristics,
dynamic response, and dynamic stability. Chen et al. [1] analyzed the relationship between
the inherent characteristics of planetary gear transmissions and the meshing stiffness. The
meshing stiffness has little effect on the low natural frequency less than 4000 Hz and has a
relatively large effect on the high order natural frequency. Luo [2] studied the heat effect on
the dynamic characteristics of gear transmission systems. The gear involute profile and the
gear meshing stiffness were changed under different heat conditions. Zhu [3] investigated
dynamical characteristics of wind turbine gearboxes with flexible pins. Decreasing the
stiffness of flexible pins can reduce the amount of low frequency components and decrease
the amplitude of vibrations.

Dynamic response mainly studies the dynamic excitation transfer process in the system
and the state change of each component in the transmission system. Guo [4] established a
refined single pair gear dynamic model considering time-varying mesh stiffness, backlash,
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and oil film force. The potential energy method was used to calculate time-varying mesh
stiffness. The results show that backlash and torque fluctuation had significant impact on
the gear pair. Cao [5] studied transmission acoustic performance in two aspects, excitation
inhibition and noise transfer control. Through gear micro-geometry modification and
transmission housing topological optimization, the transmission noise and vibration were
both improved. Wei [6] took the influence of the uncertain parameters of gear transmission
systems into consideration. The uncertain parameters included the moment of inertia of
each component, the mesh stiffness, the mesh damping, and the transmission error, etc.
Inalpolat [7] investigated the effect of gear tooth indexing errors on the dynamic response.
The unfiltered raw transmission error and the high-pass filtered transmission error were
obtained. Duan [8] proposed a rigid-flexible coupling dynamic model and calculated the
transmission error. The root mean square amplitudes of the experimental transmission
error was slightly larger than the theoretical transmission error.

When the gear system is in a state of instability, it will have a serious impact on
the noise, stability, and reliability of the system. The stability of gear system parameters
mainly includes the stability of the motion state and the stability of the vibration intensity.
Garambois [9] investigated the NVH (noise, vibration, and harshness) robustness of gear
optimization. The optimization was performed using a genetic algorithm, and the global
design space was explored. Wang [10] established an analysis model including gear
backlash, static transmission error, time-varying meshing stiffness, and stick-slip oscillation.
The conclusion pointed out the boundaries that separate stable and unstable regions.
Wang [11] established a dynamic model which contains a multistage gear transmission
system. By analyzing the change of the Poincaré section, the sub-harmonic resonance and
instability conditions were investigated. Abboudi [12] investigated a two-stage spur gear
system by developing a lamped mass dynamic model with 12 DOFs (degrees of freedom).
The differential equations were solved by an implicit Newmark algorithm. Walha [13]
established a nonlinear dynamic model containing a two-stage helical gear system coupled
with a clutch. This model possesses twenty-seven DOFs and includes three types of
nonlinearity. The nonlinear equation was resolved by the analytic Runge–Kutta method.
Cai [14,15] proposed gear mesh stiffness functions of both spur gears and helical gears. The
helical gear mesh stiffness function was derived from the imitation of the ISO Standard
6336-1. Its change process presents a symmetrical exponential curve. Wei [16] calculated
helical gear mesh stiffness by an improved analytical method. The results calculated by
this method have little error with the results of the FEM method and ISO method.

Previous scholars have undertaken a lot of theoretical research on the dynamic model-
ing of cylindrical helical gears, but the dynamic research on the gear system of the pure
electric vehicle multistage transmission is still rare, especially if the influence of drive
motor excitation is not considered, which makes the simulation model deviate from the
actual situation. Therefore, in this paper, an improved model is established considering the
excitation of the driving motor, as well as two-stage meshing gear pairs.

However, the dynamic model of the multistage gear transmission is complex and
difficult to solve, so the calculation and analysis of variables are usually simplified or
neglected, which is not conducive to revealing the influence mechanism of gear dynamic
behavior. In this paper, the state space method is introduced to solve the gear dynamics
model of multistage transmission.

The state space describes the internal state of the system and the relationship between
input and output. The state space method provides a convenient and simple solving
method, which contains following advantages: (1) the state space method can not only
reflect the changes of internal dynamic characteristics, but also reveal the relationship be-
tween the internal state and the external factors. (2) The state space method treats multiple
variables as vectors, which is more suitable for solving the problem of multiple inputs and
multiple output variables. Compared with other methods, the state space method covers a
wide range for solving complex problems. As a result, the state space method is applicable
to solve time-varying systems. Wu [17] presented a linear system with multiple exponential
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damping models. By using the extended state space formula, the dynamic responses
were calculated. Lu [18] designed a proportional–integral–derivative controller based on a
self-adaptive state space predictive functional control. The experimental results illustrated
that the proposed method was better than other existing control methods. Demirhan [19]
used the state space approach to investigate the bending and vibration characteristics of
a porous plate. The effects of porosity parameter, the power-law index, and slenderness
ratio on bending and vibration of the porous plate were calculated. Vaseghi [20] used
the state space method to analyze electromagnetic scattering from anisotropic cylindri-
cal structures. Scheel [21] used the polynomial nonlinear state space method to identify
data-driven models.

Compared with the above research results, this paper contains the following creative
works. First, a torsional vibration model of a motor-gear system is established, including
motor, shafts, two-stage gear pairs, and load, which comprehensively considers the cou-
pling effect of internal and external factors; secondly, the state space method of control
theory is introduced to solve the torsional vibration model of the gear system, which
improves the calculation efficiency; thirdly, the dynamic characteristics of the motor-gear
system under different conditions are discussed, which provides a theoretical approach for
further study of motor drive gear system.

2. Modeling Process
2.1. Improved Dynamic Model of Motor-Gear System

Dynamic excitation is the source of the gear system vibration, which can be divided
into external and internal excitation. External excitation mainly refers to system input
excitation, such as motor or engine torque fluctuation, and output excitation, such as
load working condition. Internal excitation mainly contains time-varying mesh stiffness
excitation and transmission error excitation. Time-varying mesh stiffness excitation is
a kind of parametric excitation, which relates to gear design parameters such as tooth
numbers, modules, helix angles, contact ratio, etc. Transmission error excitation is a kind of
displacement excitation, which is caused by gear manufacture error and assembly error. By
combining both external and internal excitation, the two-stage gear system dynamic model
of electric vehicle transmission is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1a displays the layout of the motor-gear system. For the helical gear system,
since the meshing of gears produces an axial dynamic meshing force, the system will
not only have torsional vibration and tangential vibration, but also cause axial vibration,
resulting in bending-torsional-axial coupling vibration performance. As a result, the system
is a three-dimensional vibration system.

Figure 1b displays the gear meshing dynamics without taking into account the fric-
tional forces. For the motor-gear system dynamic model, we used the Lagrange equation
to derive motion equations. The derivation of the dynamic equations can be found in
Appendix A.

According to Figure 1b, assuming that the helix angle of the driving gear has a right
rotation, and the helix angle is β, the relationship between the tangential vibration and
axial vibration of the meshing point can be expressed as

z = y tan β (1)

Therefore, the generalized displacement array {δ} of the gear system can be ex-
pressed as

{δ} =
{

yp zp θp yg zg θg
}T (2)

where yp, zp, θp, yg, zg, θg are the tangential vibration displacement, axial vibration dis-
placement, and torsional vibration displacement of driving gear midpoint Op and driven
gear midpoint Og in y direction and z direction, respectively. The relationship between the
vibration displacement of meshing point P and the generalized displacement of the driving
gear is

yp = yp + θpRp (3)

zp = zp − yp tan β = zp −
(
yp + θpRp

)
tan β (4)

The relationship between the vibration displacement of meshing point G and the
generalized displacement of the driven gear is

yg = yg + θgRg (5)

zg = zg − yg tan β = zg −
(
yg + θgRg

)
tan β (6)

Therefore, the corresponding tangential dynamic meshing force Fy is

Fy = kmy

(
yp − yg − ey

)
+ cmy

( .
yp −

.
yg −

.
ey

)
= cosβ

[
km
(
yp + θpRp − yg − θgRg − ey

)
+ cm

( .
yp + Rp

.
θp −

.
yg − Rg

.
θg −

.
ey

)] (7)

and the axial dynamic meshing force Fz is

Fz = kmz
(
zp − zg − ez

)
+ cmz

( .
zp −

.
zg −

.
ez

)
= sinβ

{
km
[
zp − tan β

(
yp + θpRp

)
− zg + tan β

(
yg + θgRg

)
− ez

]
+cm

[ .
zp − tan β

( .
yp + Rpθp

)
− .

zg + tan β
( .

yg + Rg
.
θg

)
− .

ez

]} (8)

where
kmz = km sin β kmy = km cos β
cmz = cm sin β cmy = cm cos β

ez = e sin β ey = e cos β

 (9)

km is the normal meshing stiffness, cm is the normal meshing damping, and e is the
normal meshing error.
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For motor tangential force FMy, it can be calculated according to following func-
tion [22]:

FMy =
1

2µ
BrBtS (10)

where µ is the air permeability, Br is the radial air gap magnetic flux density, Bt is the tan-
gential air gap magnetic flux density, and S is the inner effective surface area of stator core.

For motor axial force FMz, it consists of two items; one is caused by a skewed slot and
the other is caused by the misalignment of stator and rotor [23]. The formula is listed below:

FMz =
6Pem

Nnl
× 104 + πR

∂

∂h

∫
l

B2
δ(h, l)dl

 (11)

where Pem is the electromagnetic power, N is the number of slots, n is the motor speed, l is
the effective length of stator core, R is the armature radius, B2

δ(h, l) is the axial distribution
function of air gap flux, and h is the stagger distance of stator and rotor.

During the bench test, the load of the transmission is also simulated by the motor.
Therefore, the gear system is also affected by the tangential force and axial force of the load
motor. The tangential force FLy and the axial force FLz can also be obtained by referring to
Formulas (10) and (11).

For the first-stage gear pair Z1 and Z2, the dynamic functions are listed as follows:

m1Gp
..
y1Gp + c1Gpy

.
y1Gp + k1Gpyy1Gp = −F1Gy + FMy (12)

m1Gp
..
z1Gp + c1Gpz

.
z1Gp + k1Gpzz1Gp = F1Gz − FMz (13)

I1Gp
..
θ1Gp =

(
−F1Gy + FMy

)
R1Gp + TM (14)

m1Gg
..
y1Gg + c1Ggy

.
y1Gg + k1Ggyy1Gg = F1Gy − FMy (15)

m1Gg
..
z1Gg + c1Ggz

.
z1Gg + k1Ggzz1Gg = −F1Gz + FMz (16)

I1Gg
..
θ1Gg =

(
F1Gy − FMy

)
R1Gg − T1G (17)

For the second-stage gear pair Z3 and Z4, the dynamic functions are listed as follows:

m2Gp
..
y2Gp + c2Gpy

.
y2Gp + k2Gpyy2Gp = −F2Gy + F1Gy − FLy (18)

m2Gp
..
z2Gp + c2Gpz

.
z2Gp + k2Gpzz2Gp = F2Gz − F1Gz + FLz (19)

I2Gp
..
θ2Gp =

(
−F2Gy + F1Gy − FLy

)
R2Gp + T1G (20)

m2Gg
..
y2Gg + c2Ggy

.
y2Gg + k2Ggyy2Gg = F2Gy − F1Gy + FLy (21)

m2Gg
..
z2Gg + c2Ggz

.
z2Gg + k2Ggzz2Gg = −F2Gz + F1Gz − FLz (22)

I2Gg
..
θ2Gg =

(
F2Gy − F1Gy + FLy

)
R2Gg − T2G (23)

where the subscript 1G, 2G represent the meshing gear pair; p, g represent the driving
gear and driven gear; y, z represent the tangential direction and axial direction; and M, L
represent the motor and load.

By substituting Equations (7), (8), (10) and (11) into Equations (12)–(23), the dynamic
functions of the first-stage gear pair and second-stage gear pair can be calculated. The
detailed calculation process can be found in Appendix B.

The dynamic function can be expressed in the form of matrix:

[MiG]
{ ..

δiG

}
+ [CiG]

{ .
δiG

}
+ [KiG]{δiG} = {PiG} (24)
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where MiG, CiG, KiG, PiG (i = 1, 2) are listed below:

[MiG] =



miGp
miGp 0

IiGp
miGg

0 miGg
IiGg


(25)

[
CiG

]
=



ciGpy + cos βiG ciGm 0 cos βiG ciGm RiGp − cos βiG ciGm 0 − cos βiG ciGm RiGg
sin βiG tan βiG ciGm − sin βiG ciGm + ciGpz − sin βiG tan βiG ciGm RiGp − sin βiG tan βiG ciGm sin βiG ciGm − sin βiG tan βiG ciGm RiGg
cos βiG ciGm RiGp 0 R2

iGp cos βiG ciGm − cos βiG ciGm RiGp 0 −RiGp RiGg cos βiG ciGm
− cos βiG ciGm 0 − cos βiG ciGm RiGp cos βciGm + ciGgy 0 cos βiG ciGm RiGg

− sin βiG tan βiG ciGm sin βiG ciGm − sin βiG tan βiG ciGm RiGp sin βiG tan βiG ciGm ciGgy − sin βiG ciGm sin βiG tan βiG ciGm RiGg
− cos βiG ciGm RiGg 0 −RiGp RiGg cos βiG ciGm cos βiG ciGm RiGg 0 R2

iGg cos βiG ciGm


(26)

[
KiG

]
=



kiGpy + cos βiG kiGm 0 cos βiG kiGm RiGp − cos βiG kiGm 0 − cos βiG kiGm RiGg
sin βiG tan βiG kiGm − sin βiG kiGm + kiGpz − sin βiG tan βiG kiGm RiGp − sin βiG tan βiG kiGm sin βiG kiGm − sin βiG tan βiG kiGm RiGg
cos βiG kiGm RiGp 0 R2

iGp cos βiG kiGm − cos βiG kiGm RiGp 0 −RiGp RiGg cos βiG kiGm
− cos βiG kiGm 0 − cos βiG kiGm RiGp cos βiG kiGm + kiGgy 0 cos βiG kiGm RiGg

− sin βiG tan βiG kiGm sin βiG kiGm − sin βiG tan βiG kiGm RiGp sin βiG tan βiG kiGm kiGgy − sin βiG kiGm sin βiG tan βiG kiGm RiGg
− cos βiG kiGm RiGg 0 −RiGp RiGg cos βiG kiGm cos βiG kiGm RiGg 0 R2

iGg cos βiG kiGm


(27)

{P1G} =



cos β1G
(
c1Gm

.
e1Gy + k1Gme1Gy

)
+ FMy

− sin β1G
(
c1Gm

.
e1Gz + k1Gme1Gz

)
− FMz

R1Gp
[
cos β1G

(
c1Gm

.
e1Gy + k1Gme1Gy

)
+ FMy

]
+ TM

− cos β1G
(
c1Gm

.
e1Gy + k1Gme1Gy

)
− FMy

sin β1G
(
c1Gm

.
e1Gz + k1Gme1Gz

)
+ FMz

R1Gg
[
− cos β1G

(
c1Gm

.
e1Gy + k1Gme1Gy

)
− FMy

]
− T1G


(28)

{P2G} =



cos β2G
(
c2Gm

.
e2Gy + k2Gme2Gy

)
+ F1Gy − FLy

− sin β2G
(
c2Gm

.
e2Gz + k2Gme2Gz

)
− F1Gz + FLz

R2Gp
[
cos β2G

(
c2Gm

.
e2Gy + k2Gme2Gy

)
+ F1Gy − FLy

]
+ T1G

− cos β2G
(
c2Gm

.
e2Gy + k2Gme2Gy

)
− F1Gy + FLy

sin β2G
(
c2Gm

.
e2Gz + k2Gme2Gz

)
+ F1Gz − FLz

R2Gg
[
− cos β2G

(
c2Gm

.
e2Gy + k2Gme2Gy

)
− F1Gy + FLy

]
− T2G


(29)

2.2. Model Parameters
2.2.1. Stiffness

The meshing stiffness of the helical gear is related to the length of the contact line.
According to the different relationships between tooth width and contact ratio, the length
of the contact line can be concluded into following two types, as shown in Figure 2.
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According to the geometric relationship of the meshing surface of the helical gear, the
length of the contact line can be calculated by the following formula:

εα ≤ εβ

l(i, t) =


pbt

sin βb
· t

TMpbt
sin βb

· εα
pbt

sin βb
(εγ − t

TM
)

0

0 ≤ t
TM
≤ εβ

εα < t
TM
≤ εβ

εβ < t
TM
≤ εγ

εγ < t
TM

< ceil(εγ)

(30)

εα > εβ

l(i, t) =


pbt

sin βb
· t

TMpbt
sin βb

· εβ
pbt

sin βb
(εγ − t

TM
)

0

0 ≤ t
TM
≤ εβ

εβ < t
TM
≤ εα

εα < t
TM
≤ εγ

εγ < t
TM

< ceil(εγ)

(31)

where εα is the transverse contact ratio, εβ is the axial contact ratio, εγ is the total contact
ratio, pbt is the base pitch, TM is the meshing period, and ceil(εγ) is the minimum integer
larger than εγ.

Therefore, the time-various length of contact line is expressed as

l(i, t) = l[1, t + (i− 1)TM] (32)

Let M = ceil(εγ), the total time-various length of the contact line can be calculated by
the following formula:

L(t) = l(1, t) + l(2, t) + · · ·+ l(M, t) =
M

∑
i=1

l(i, t) (33)

The unit meshing stiffness of the helical gear can be calculated.
For single stiffness c′,

c′ = 0.8c′thCRCB cos β (34)

For mesh stiffness cγ,
cγ = c′(0.75εα + 0.25) (35)

Therefore, the total time-varying meshing stiffness can be expressed as

km(t) = cγ · L(t) (36)

The symbols in Equations (34)–(36) can be found in ISO 6336-1-2006.
According to the derivation of the above formula, the time-varying meshing stiffness

function of the gear is a piecewise linear function, which is beneficial in solving the function
by the state space method.

In order to verify the correctness of the time-varying meshing stiffness calculation
method, the stiffness curve was compared with the Cai’s method in [15]. Take the first-stage
gear pair Z1 and Z2 as an example; the two kinds of single tooth meshing stiffness curves
are shown in Figure 3.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the maximum values of the curve calculated by the
two methods are very close, and the overall shapes of two curves are also similar. The
main characteristics of meshing stiffness by the proposed method are proved consistent
with meshing stiffness by Cai’s method. Therefore, the proposed mesh stiffness calculation
method was verified a fairly correct method to solve helical gear mesh stiffness.

On this basis, the stiffness which contains multiple pairs of teeth meshing can be
calculated. Figure 4 shows the curves of both single tooth mesh stiffness and multiple teeth
comprehensive mesh stiffness. The time-varying stiffness curves illustrate the variable
internal excitation, which is the most essential parameter excitation of the gear system.
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2.2.2. Damping

The gear mesh damping can be calculated according to the following equation [24]:

cm(t) = 2ξg

√
km(t)Ip Ig

R2
p Ip + R2

g Ig
(37)

where ξg is the gear mesh damping ratio—the general value range is 0.03~0.17; Rp, Rg are
the base radius of driving and driven gears; Ip, Ig are the moment of inertia of driving and
driven gears.

2.2.3. Errors

It is inevitable to generate errors in the process of gear manufacturing. Gear errors
mainly consist of three categories: pitch deviation, profile deviation, and helix deviation.
Take a gear with a fifth level of accuracy as an example; its pitch deviation Fp, profile devia-
tion Fα, and helix deviation Fβ can be calculated according to the following equations [25].

Fp = 0.3m + 1.25
√

d + 7 (38)

Fα = 3.2
√

m + 0.22
√

d + 0.7 (39)

Fβ = 0.1
√

d + 0.63 +
√

b + 4.2 (40)

where m is normal modulus, d is reference diameter, and b is tooth width.
Converting the sum of the three errors into the normal meshing line can conclude the

average error of the gear [26]. The comprehensive error can be expressed in the form of a
sine function varying with time:

e(t) = e0 + ea sin(ωht + ϕ) (41)
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2.2.4. Elements

The element parameters of the gear system dynamic model, such as gears, shafts, and
motor, are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of elements.

Elements Parameters Values

Gears

Gear No.
First-stage gear pair Second-stage gear pair

Gear Z1 Gear Z2 Gear Z3 Gear Z4
Number of teeth 11 36 17 62

Normal module (mm) 2.5 2.25
Pressure angle (deg) 20 20

Helix angle (deg) 25.5 30
Face width (mm) 14.00 12.50 28.10 25.00

Profile shift coefficient (mm) 0.35 −0.43 0.32 0.32
Base diameter (mm) 28.26 92.48 40.72 148.50

Reference diameter (mm) 30.47 99.71 44.17 161.08
Tip diameter (mm) 38.25 102.00 51.30 167.41

Root diameter (mm) 27.85 90.54 38.96 155.57
Center distance (mm) 65 104

Gear ratio 3.27 3.65
Moment of inertia (kg·mm2) 13 865 89 6355

Shafts
Shaft No. Shaft S1 Shaft S2 Shaft S3

Diameter (mm) 23 30 40
Length (mm) 82.5 61.1 82.9

Motor

Number of poles 10
Number of slots 72

Length of effective stator (mm) 240
Armature radius (mm) 360
Axial air gap flux (T) 0.84

Air permeability (H/m) 4 × 10−7

2.3. State Space Method

The state space method is a kind of control method that can reflect the changes of
all independent variables of the system. All the internal motion states of the system can
be obtained at the same time. In addition, the state space method has a wide range of
applications. It is not only applicable to single input single output (SISO) linear constant
systems, but also to multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems, nonlinear systems,
time-varying systems, and stochastic systems [27,28]. Furthermore, it can be easily solved
in several seconds by using a digital computer and can even directly use the computer for
real-time control, which shows its great advantages. Figure 5 shows the structure diagram
of a MIMO linear time-varying system.
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The dynamic characteristics of the system in Figure 5 can be described by the first-order
differential equations composed of state variables. The mathematical expression is{

x′ = A(t)x + B(t)u
y = C(t)x + D(t)u

(42)

where x is the state vector of n dimension, u is the input vector of r dimension, y is the
output vector of m dimension, A is the system matrix of n × n dimension, B is the input
matrix of n × r dimension, C is the output matrix of m × n dimension, and D is the direct
matrix of m × r dimension.

Based on the expression of Formula (42), the gear system dynamic vibration Function
(24) in Section 2.1 can be transformed accordingly.

Let x = {δiG}, Function (24) can be expressed as:

[MiG]
..
x + [CiG]

.
x + [KiG]x = {PiG} (43)

Define

Y =

[
x
.
x

]
(44)

Thus, x and ẋ are composed of the state space, and Function (43) can be expressed as{ .
Y = AY + B{PiG}
Y = Y

(45)

where A =

[
06×6 I6×6

−MiG
−1KiG −MiG

−1CiG

]
, B =

[
06×6

MiG
−1

]
.

By solving the above state space function with a computer program or mathematical
tools, the process of variable changing with time can be obtained.

3. Experimental Test and Measurement
3.1. Test Equipment

The experiment was carried out in the semi-anechoic room, and the test rig layout
is shown in Figure 6. The test rig mainly consists of five motors; four of them are the
load motors and the center one is the drive motor. The four load motors can be moved
horizontally and longitudinally to form a wheel base range of 2000~4500 mm, and a wheel
track range of 1200~2000 mm. In this work, only two load motors were used.
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The drive motor had a rated power of 220 kW, a rated torque of 450 Nm, and maximum
speed of 10,000 rpm. The load motor had a rated power of 355 kW, a rated torque of
4000 Nm, and maximum speed of 3000 rpm. Each motor was equipped with an encoder
and a torque meter to measure its rotation speed and torque.

Besides the test rig, three accelerators of PCB 356A33 were used to collect test data,
one 48 channel data acquisition equipment of LMS SCL 220 was used to record test data,
and the software of LMS Test Lab 14A was used to process test data.

3.2. Test Method

The analysis bandwidth was set to 5120 Hz, and the resolution was set to 1 Hz.
Figure 7 shows the housing vibration measurement positions and measurement coordinate
setting. Three accelerators were respectively mounted on the transmission housing surface
to measure the positions of input shaft, intermediate shaft, and output shaft vibration
accelerations. The coordinate system was set as follows: the direction from input shaft to
output shaft was positive X, the direction perpendicular to the ground was positive Z, and
the direction generated by the right-hand rule was positive Y.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. State Space Calculation

In order to improve the calculation efficiency and attribute different physical quantities
on the same scale, the dynamic equation in Section 2.1 was processed by the dimensionless
method. Taking the condition of 3000 rpm and 60 Nm as an example, the state space
changing process of the first-stage gear pair Z1 and Z2 is shown in Figure 8, and the state
space changing process of the second-stage gear pair Z3 and Z4 is shown in Figure 9.

The results shown in Figures 8 and 9 include the tangential, axial, and torsional
vibration displacement and vibration velocity of the driving gear and driven gear.

In terms of the changing process, all variables show regular oscillation. The meshing
cycle of the first-stage gear pair was 0.001818 s, and the meshing cycle of the second-stage
gear pair was 0.003850 s. Therefore, 2.11 times the input periodic excitation of the first-stage
gear pair was included in one meshing cycle of the second-stage gear pair. This feature can
be clearly seen from Figure 9c,d, in that there are two speed mutations.
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In terms of amplitude, the tangential vibration of the two pairs of gears is greater
than the axial vibration, and the torsional vibration of the driving gear is greater than that
of the driven gear. Comparing Figure 8 with Figure 9, the vibration amplitudes of the
first-stage gear pair are greater than those of the second-stage gear pair. This indicates
that in the time domain, the vibration of the first-stage gear pair is greater than that of the
second-stage gear pair. The above inference is confirmed by the test data that the overall
vibration acceleration of the input shaft is indeed greater than that of the output shaft.

From the aspect of frequency, the time domain signal of each pair of gear variables
contains a variety of frequency features, which means the dynamic meshing force is
composed of peaks with various frequencies.
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4.2. Transmission Housing Vibration Response

In order to further study the vibration characteristics of the gear system and verify
the correctness of the gear system dynamic model and the state space solution method,
the dynamic meshing force generated by the calculation was applied to the finite element
model of the transmission housing to solve the vibration acceleration of the housing. The
simulation results were compared with the measured vibration acceleration.

Generally, the vibration acceleration sensor mainly collects the vibration signals in
the three directions of X, Y, Z on the housing surface. Through the comparative analysis
of the experimental data, the axial vibration is the main characteristic of the transmission
vibration. Therefore, this paper focuses on the axial vibration to conduct the theoretical
calculation, experimental validation, and discussion of results.

The axial dynamic meshing force of the transmission gear system was solved based on
Equation (8). By using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) method [29], the excitation force can
be transformed into the frequency domain and then loaded into the transmission housing
FE model. The axial dynamic meshing force spectrum of input shaft, intermediate shaft,
and output shaft in the condition of 3000 rpm and 60 Nm was obtained and is shown in
Figure 10.
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It can be seen that in Figure 10, the frequency features of the input shaft and output
shaft are mainly the components of gear meshing fundamental frequency and its multiples.
For the input shaft, the fundamental frequency is 550 Hz, and for output shaft, the funda-
mental frequency is 259.7 Hz. However, for the intermediate shaft, its frequency features
are relatively complex due to the coupling effects of both the first-stage gear pair dynamic
force and the second-stage gear pair dynamic force. Thus, the frequency features of the
intermediate shaft contain both 550 Hz and 259.7 Hz and their multiples.

In order to analyze the vibration acceleration distribution of the transmission, the
housing modal analysis was solved by finite element method [30,31]. The finite element
model of transmission housing was constrained by its connection side with the drive
motor. The material of the housing was aluminum alloy, with a modulus of elasticity of
71 GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.33, and density of 2700 kg/m3. The first six modal shapes of
the transmission housing are shown in Figure 11.
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Different torques of 90, 75, and 60 Nm and three working conditions with the same
torque of 60 Nm, and different speeds of 2400, 2700, and 3000 rpm were selected to solve
the simulation model and were compared with the test data. The results are shown in
Figures 12 and 13.
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Different torques of 90, 75, and 60 Nm and three working conditions with the same 
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the simulation model and were compared with the test data. The results are shown in 
Figures 12 and 13. 
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Figures 12 and 13 show the comparison of housing vibration acceleration under the
fundamental gear meshing frequency and its second and third harmonic frequencies of the
first-stage gear pair and second-stage gear pair.

In terms of vibration frequency, the simulation results and the test results are matched
perfectly, which proves that there is no problem in the signal processing.

In terms of vibration amplitude, since the vibration amplitude of the second-stage gear
pair under the first three meshing frequencies is small, there is little difference between
the simulation results and the test results, so it is in good agreement. For the first-stage
gear pair, the vibration amplitude under the first three meshing frequencies is large, and
the simulation model is far less complex than the test conditions, so the amplitude cannot
be perfectly corresponding. However, from the overall trend, the simulation results are
generally consistent with the test results.

In terms of working conditions, the vibration accelerations of input shaft, intermediate
shaft, and output shaft change little under the constant speed but changing torque condi-
tions, indicating that the change of torque has little effect on the housing vibration. Under
the constant torque but changing speed conditions, the vibration accelerations of input
shaft, intermediate shaft, and output shaft changes obviously, indicating that the change
of speed has a great impact on the housing vibration. As a result, the housing vibration is
more sensitive to the frequency of excitation rather than the amplitude of excitation.
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Through the comparative analysis of the above simulation and test, it is regarded that
the simulation results can reflect the main vibration characteristics of the transmission gear
system. Therefore, the improved dynamic model of the gear system, as well as the state
space method described in Section 2, are proved reliable and universal.

4.3. Influence of Motor Excitation

For the electric vehicle transmission gear system, motor excitation is no doubt a
significant factor which determines the vibration response of transmission gears. The effect
of motor torque fluctuation on gear vibration response has been studied in [32]. The results
indicate that vibration amplitudes are increased at certain modes of gears. In this work, the
effect of motor axial force was investigated to illustrate the influence mechanism on gear
meshing axial vibration.

According to the dynamic model of the gear system established in Section 2.1, the
gear system vibration changing process, with and without motor excitation, was calculated.
Figure 14 shows the comparison of the axial vibration displacement and vibration velocity
of the first-stage gear pair Z1 and Z2 with and without drive motor excitation at 3000 rpm
60 Nm. In order to clearly show the comparison results, a small change process from t1 to
t2 is intercepted in Figure 14.
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It can be seen from Figure 14 that the vibration displacement and vibration velocity of
the driving gear Z1 with motor excitation are larger than those without motor excitation. On
the contrary, for the driven gear Z2, the amplitude of vibration displacement and vibration
velocity are decreased.

Formulas (13) and (16) describe the axial force equations of driving gear Z1 and driven
gear Z2. On the right side of the formulas, the axial forces on both the driving gear and
driven gear are expressed. They are equal but with opposite directions. On the left side of
the formulas, the coupling of mass, stiffness, damping, and variables are expressed. Since
the driving gear on the input shaft is directly connected with the motor shaft, the motor
excitation strengthens the vibration characteristics of the driving gear. For the driven gear,
under the condition of dynamic equilibrium set by Formulas (13) and (16), the amplitude of
vibration displacement and vibration velocity of the driven gear decreases correspondingly.

In summary, this section calculates the comparison of vibration displacement and
vibration velocity of gears with and without motor excitation and reveals the influence
of the motor excitation on the vibration characteristics of the gear system. The dynamic
model of the gear system and the state space solution method could be further used in
motor electromagnetic force investigations and gear vibration friction research.

5. Conclusions

An improved dynamic model of the motor-gear system was established. The model
contains the tangential, axial, and torsional variables of each gear, considers the influence of
the motor and load, and realizes the correlation of the two-stage gear pairs. The improved
model more closely fits the actual situation, which possesses important value in electric
vehicle industry.

The state space method was used to solve the dynamic model of the motor-gear
system. This method is suitable for solving the complex dynamic model and can quickly
calculate the numerical solutions of multiple degree of freedom vibration equations. The
changing process of each variable was also revealed. It overcomes the shortcomings of
other numerical methods, such as the difficultly in solving multiple variables and lack of
time processing.

The influence of motor excitation on the state space of the motor-gear system was
discussed. The results indicate that motor excitation impacts the vibration displacement
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and vibration velocity of both the driving gear and driven gear. As a consequence, the
dynamic model of the motor-gear system and state space solution method could be further
used for motor electromagnetic force investigations and gear vibration research.
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Appendix A

The general form of the Lagrange equation can be expressed as

d
dt
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qi

+
∂U
∂qi

= Pi (A1)

where qi is generalized coordinates, T is system kinetic energy, R is dissipated energy, U is
potential energy, and Pi is generalized forces.

Let
qi = xi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) (A2)

Thus, the system potential energy U is a function of xi, and can be expanded into the
Taylor series near the equilibrium position of the system:
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(A4)

In the form of the matrix:
U =

1
2
{x}T [K]{x} (A5)

For the system kinetic energy T,
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For the dissipated energy R,
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From Formulas (A5)–(A9), the following Formulas (A10)–(A13) can be obtained:

d
dt
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d
dt
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d
dt
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∂

.
xi
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{ .

x
}

(A12)

∂U
∂qi

=
∂U
∂xi

= [K]{x} (A13)

Substituting Formulas (A10)–(A13) into Formula (1), the dynamic motion equation
can be deduced:

[M]
{ ..

x
}
+ [C]

{ .
x
}
+ [K]{x} = {P(t)} (A14)

Appendix B

The calculation process of dynamic functions of the first-stage gear pair:
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The calculation process of dynamic functions of the second-stage gear pair:
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